
New Immersive eBook ‘A Lennon Pastiche’ Pays
Homage to Former Beatle
DANA POINT, CA, June 30, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The release of a new interactive enhanced
eBook showcases the generational reach of former Beatle, John Lennon, with reflections of art, music
and words, inspired by this legendary artist.

Immerse yourself in an
interactive opus full of original
visual art, music, poetry and
moving digital images created
and contributed by some of
John Lennon’s artistically
gifted friends and fans.”

John Schulte

John Lennon lives and entertains as the spirit and inspiration
for A Lennon Pastiche: Expressions from Fans of John
Lennon, now available at the iBookstore for $5.99
(http://bit.ly/LennonPastiche), an enhanced interactive
extrapolation from author Judith Furedi’s 2009 coffee-table
book publication, john lennon: in their own write, a loving
tribute from his friends and fans.

Lennon novices and quadra-decade true believers in his
music and message have all contributed to this immersive
entry into digital publishing, which stirs and evokes emotions
by virtue of the original multimedia creative content and

interactive programming, edited by Pangea.

“You won’t find mere John Lennon hero worship and emulation in this enhanced eBook. You will find
yourself immersed in an interactive opus, chockfull of original visual art, music, poetry and moving
digital images created and contributed by some of John Lennon’s artistically gifted friends and fans,
capturing the spirit of the pop culture and messages that John Lennon inspires,” assures John
Schulte, one of the editors of the collection.

From the sweet memory of a moment by Lennon’s former lover, May Pang, to musical musings of a
teenage girl from the suburbs of Southern California who is inspired by Lennon’s melodic technique,
A Lennon Pastiche compiles emotional and intellectual content in a new genre of multimedia
entertainment that speaks to generations of fans, readers, artists and Baby Boomers.

The enhanced eBook is smartly sectioned into Art, Words, Music and Interviews. From Mad
Magazine’s master caricaturist and Reuben Award Winner, Tom Richmond, to stirring sentiments from
former Beatles promoter, Sid Bernstein, there’s unique content that is filtered from fellow artists and
fervent fans. Kirkus Reviews commented that the artworks of “Australian ‘emerging visual
communicator’ Kaliopy have a weirdly Ralph Steadman–esque vibe that might have suited Lennon in
his exile-from-Yoko period.” Songwriters and composers contributed over a dozen pieces to this tome,
including an unusual offering from BBC Scotland’s Head of Technology, John Hobbs, and a poignant,
touching song by Irish performer, Anthony Toner. An insightful interview from Gold Record recipient
Andy Boettner of The Captain and Tennille serves as a counterpoint to the fan and crowd statements
recorded during a Los Angeles performance of the Plastic Ono Band.

A Lennon Pastiche: Expressions from Fans of John Lennon offers fans and aficionados a community
to share, celebrate, reflect and be entertained by fellow creative kindred spirits. Whether one is a true

http://www.einpresswire.com
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http://sidbernstein.com


Lennon believer, a casual fan, a student of the four decades of music, pop culture, thought and art
that John Lennon influenced, or a Lennon novice searching to connect, this enhanced eBook will
entertain with its unique blend of perspectives delivered through a dynamic medium.

To review a preview of the eBook for the Apple iPad, visit: http://bit.ly/LennonPastiche

Editors who wish to review the entire publication, contact John Schulte at BigDog@PangeaCorp.com

About PANGEA

PANGEA is a creative development salon that specializes in writing, production and publishing of
intellectual properties in the toy, licensing and entertainment industries.
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